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Place the rail next to the posts and center it in
the opening between posts. Let the rail rest on
the nose of the steps. Mark the rail on the inside
of both post. (You might find having a few
clamps handy at this point!) Also, mark both
posts where the top of the rail crosses behind the

To determine the installed rail height,
measure from the nose
of one of the steps to
the top of the rail.
Subtract this number
from 36, add 1/2”.

Take rail and square up the marks you made
previously. Make new marks one inch from your
previous rail marks. These marks are where you
will cut the rail on each end. The rail will be 2”
shorter than the opening. This is to accommodate
the adjustable rail ends.

D-I-Y
Porch Rail

Slide the adjustable rail ends on
and screw the
handrail to the
post at the
proper height.

Ex. 36 - 34.5 = 1.5
1.5 + .5 = 2 …

...you will add 2”
above the mark
on your post.
This will be the
line that you cut
your post at, if
necessary. Remove your post,
cut & install them

Install post plugs or
optional newel caps.
If you need additional rail and/or
parts, please do not hesitate to call us at:

504-488-4828
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Installing Straight Rail

Installing Step Rail
Set the rail next to the
post and center in the

Measure and make
a mark on the post
out from flange to

Locate post 2-1/2”
back from the nose
(step or landing edge)
and temporarily
attach.

opening. Mark each
end of the rail on the
inside of the post.

37-1/2” .

Using a hack saw,
or other metal cut-

Set the rail on the
steps between the
post. Pickets need
to be plumb,
straight up and
down. If not then
follow the next set
of instructions.

ting tool, cut post
(if necessary) to
37-1/2” tall.

Cut the rail section on the marked lines.

Locate Post and attach to deck.
(Install 2-1/2” from edge of the porch
if a down rail is to be attached to it.)
Plumb post as needed using shim under post plate.

Slide the straight rail
shoes on all four
ends of the rail section. Screw the rail
section to the post so
the top of the rail is
between 35” - 37”
from the floor.
(36-1/2” is ideal)
Install post plugs or optional newel caps.

Simply set the rail
on a solid surface.
Set both feet inside
the rails and gently
push the rail forward to the desired
pitch. Set the rail
back on steps and
re-check for plumb

